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Synopsis

---Limited Time Offer: Discounted Price---Do you own an Apple Watch? Do you know what your watch can do? You’re about to discover total control over your Apple Watch. Your watch is capable of doing so much more than just being an extension of your iPhone. Use your Apple Watch smart and let it help you make your life easier. Be the smart one among your friends and impress them with all the features. Download and Learn About The features and Apps New Way to contact your friends What you can do without iPhone Apple Pay- Don’t take out your wallet, pay with your watch Expert Advice on how to keep your Apple Watch in a perfect condition Get your copy today
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Customer Reviews

I am slowly migrating to an apple ecosystem, and this book gave me a lot of information! I had no idea that an apple watch had so many features. What was interesting to know is the possibility of using the device without an iPhone. The section at the end about best practices was useful, especially the tip about making shorter calls! This is a handy book if you are an apple fan!

I liked the book. The book was very descriptive and very well written. Great book for beginners. The
book gave explanation about how to use, manage and handle apple watch, its a complete guide which has all the points that has covered for any beginner. I really liked the health tracking on the device. Must have book. Recommended!!!!

I read it in 15 minutes and learned one thing. This book is useful for people who don’t know anything about the watch, but did not contain sufficient information for anyone who has used the watch for more than 30 minutes. It truly is a "101" book, not a 102 or 201 book.

The book was very detailed and easy to understand. I’m strongly considering getting an Apple watch and this book gave me the information I needed to help me make that decision. I will go out to buy an Apple watch tomorrow!!

Ryan, explains everything you need to know about the Apple Watch for you to understand and know the features and benefits of the watch, before you go out and purchase it. If you are struggling to decide on whether to buy it or not, or you are just curious about the product. It is a MUST BUY if you are interested in Apples products.

I think that Apple Watch is another breakthrough in the field of information technology in a sense that the product as provided on their specification, apps and features can be use for tracking health, GPS, payments, passbook for storing information and more. Also, you can connect the watch with an iPhone for communication purposes. Handle with care! The book gave explanation about how to use, manage and handle the Apple watch, but in my opinion this product must have a sure and clear warranty that’s longer and not to use this product as just a simple watch.

This is exactly what I needed to help me fully understand all the features of my apple watch. I really liked how this book was easy to follow and understand. I definitely recommend this book to anyone who owns an apple watch or anyone thinking of getting one.

Very informative book! Easy to read with descriptive instructions. A must-have for anyone considering and Apple watch.
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